The Original Skeech Table plus Drink Holders for each end of the
table and a 2’x3’ Framed Rules Board.

$3,495.00

The Original Skeech! A NEW table game for your home where you face off with your opponent in a head to head battle. This sleek, one of a kind design requires little to no
maintenance and is certain to set your game room apart.
Skeech offers something fresh and unique to your entertainment space. Skeech is
equally as entertaining as billiards, shuffleboard, ping pong, foosball or air hockey. Plus it
requires less space and can be played in half the time. A simple but engaging game,
Skeech can be played by just about anyone who can roll a ball!
If you’re looking to invigorate your game room...creating memories, laughter and
happiness when you entertain…The Original Skeech is the answer!!

The Original Skeech was created by Josh & Zach from a game their family started
playing on the beach in South Carolina. The beach game is played by rolling bocce balls
on the sand between two sets of holes to score points. This game is like playing SkeeBall on the beach...hence, the name Skeech!
They brought the beach game inside to a 8’ x 20” table top playing surface. This fun,
exciting game can be played anytime, anywhere. The Original Skeech is a game like no
other and now you don’t have to be on a beach to enjoy it!
It’s time for something fresh on the scene...
Roll with us and Get Your Skeech On!

Features:
• Sleek table design to save space (8 ft. X 20 in.)
• Multiple games in one.
• Roll steel balls into differently sized holes at opposite ends of the table.
• Score 1 point for large holes, 3 points for medium holes and 5 points for the lone small hole.
• First to 21 points wins, unless opponent ties, taking it to sudden death.
• Finish a game in just 3 to 5 minutes!
• One on One or Team Play

Fun for All Ages | Easy to Play
Addictive High Action
Fun to Watch | Saves Space | Low Maintenance
A Perfect Addition to Your Game Room.

